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International Marketing Environment Analysis
Academic international marketing researchers have drawn attention to the
lack of research into, amongst other things, the international marketing
environment. This can seriously limit the practicality of international
marketing plans. The usual domestic environmental audit is not sufficient
for the more complex international environment. This paper proposes a
more complex framework of twelve variables and three elements and
presents this new IMEA (international marketing environment analysis)
framework as a blueprint for international marketing auditing and
scanning.

Of the twelve variables, seven are new: that is they are presented as
important enough to be considered in their own right rather than as
subsections of the existing domestic audit. Three of these variables are
investigated further to elaborate on elements that need to be reviewed to
provide a rigorous and comprehensive IMEA for successful international
marketing in a turbulent environment.
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Introduction

Leaders in the field of international marketing have indicated over the
past five years that the discipline had failed to be taken seriously by the
practitioner community (Czinkota and Rokainen 2003); that its core topics
are being sidelined by more pervasive developments in the marketing
mainstream (Kotabe 2001, Katsikeas 2003) and that it had lost its
working dynamic (Walters 2001). As a result of such self-criticism a
number of agendas were put forward (Czinkota and Rokainen 2001,
Kotabe 2001, Walters 2001) recommending that International Marketers
pay particular attention to:

• relevance of research to businesses undertaking international
marketing (Czinkota and Rokainen 2001),

• Attention to the international marketing environment and other
macro- issues (Young 2001; Kotabe 2001)
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• Development of more inclusive models, not just those confined to
the Northern and Western economic and trade paradigm (Walters
2001; Rugman 2001; Hyman and Yang 2001)

• Development of valid, reliable and generalisable research
instruments to feed into a comparative database of marketing
variables such as consumer behaviour and media response .

To some extent these problems are intertwined and an agenda for the
resolution of one will alleviate the problems in another area. This paper
focuses on the lack of attention to the international marketing
environment and the relevance of such research to businesses
undertaking international marketing. It introduces and develops a more
comprehensive framework for international environmental auditing and
scanning. Furthermore, it provides an overview of several factors not
usually included in an international environmental audit and/or scanning
exercise.

Literature Review

Schelegelmilch (2003) identified two dimensions of the international
marketing domain, based on a review of one and a half thousand papers
taken from five journals over the ten-year period 1993-2003. The
dimensions identified are management/marketing and business
environment. Given that these dimensions help to distinguish between
types of research, it is clear that business environmental research is an
important area of study; more usually addressed by business and
management rather than marketing journals. This shortfall in
environmental research output makes for a lack of relevance in the
spectrum of research, obviously needed by those carrying out
international marketing. Other issues related to environmental analysis
that need to be investigated further include the impact of the changing
environment on individual companies of different sizes and from different
sectors (Young 2001). Furthermore, Forlani et al. (2003) refer to market
definition as being a dynamic concept, that changes over time. Market
definition parallels the activity of environmental scanning and supports
the notion that historical analysis is important to an understanding of
development, trade and international relations.

Of equal importance is a contemporary framework to understand how
changes in the economic, political, social, technological, legal and
environmental context of doing international marketing impacts on the
results and success of a company's or sector's international marketing
strategies and programmes. (Walters 2003) For example, marketing to
Iraq in the wake of the recent war would most certainly have meant that
contingency planning became paramount in marketing departments
operating in this market. Forecasts become redundant, distribution
channels may have been completely destroyed; networks are broken up
and the market has been seriously undermined. Some companies will
have ceased operations altogether for the duration.
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Under these circumstances, the contextual elements of the international
marketing environment can have massive and disruptive effects on
marketing strategies and operations. Nonetheless, there is a continuous
stream of modelling that insists on taking these circumstances for granted
i.e. ceteris paribus. Theories need to incorporate the effects caused by
the actions, not only of the uncontrollable environment e.g. weather,
climate but also the governmental and non-governmental organisation
(NGO) decisions that can seriously effect marketing operations.

The International Environment in Context

The reason why marketing plans need an environmental analysis is
because marketing is an open system (Morello 1993) and therefore
elements of that system are unpredictable when interacting with the
business environment. A system becomes closed when the circle between
production and consumption is complete. Within a democratic capitalist
framework, closing the system is difficult. Nevertheless, environmental
analysis assists in the system becoming less 'open'. From a business point
of view 'less open' means more success in delivering goods and services
to consumers and therefore more profit. Not for profit organisations
benefit by achieving stated values or targets.

From an international marketing perspective the 'marketing' system
becomes even more complex. The environmental analysis within a
domestic environment reads cues from outside the organisation that will
affect its business performance. The environmental analysis tells the
marketer whether there is volatility or stability in the system and,
therefore, whether marketing plans will need changing within the time
frame rather than updating at the end of the time period. In conjunction
with a market and internal analysis this provides indications of the
marketing direction for the business.

The international marketing plan needs more than this. The
environmental audit may be mistaken for environmental scanning.
Essentially the former looks to support the development of an
international marketing plan, while the latter is used to develop
segmenting and targeting opportunities within the plan. Nevertheless both
types of desk research feed into the marketing information system and
what is collected for one can be used for the other.

Identifying the factors that are important both in environmental
analysis and environmental scanning are the objectives of this paper
because they both provide a common information source that can be used
to form sound, current and rigorous judgements about foreign markets.
The term 'foreign' is used to define all markets outside the domestic
market. There are many other similar terms, such as 'overseas', 'abroad'
etc. but these are not appropriate when the emphasis needs to be placed
on the universal attributes of 'foreignness', whether marketing from
Germany or Cambodia; Argentina or Iceland.
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A New International Marketing Environmental Analysis (IMEA)
Framework

International marketing practitioners and teachers have relied on general
frameworks for strategic marketing management and planning to audit
the international marketing environment. As with domestic strategic
marketing planning, the usual method employed to systematically
evaluate the risk and opportunity potential for varying market entry or
market player strategies is to conduct an external audit in the form of a
PESTLE analysis, where PESTLE stands for Political, Economic, Social,
Technological, Legal and Environmental factors. The emphasis, however,
for systematic screening of foreign markets lies more in areas which may
be overlooked if solely concentrating on these labels.

For example, why are some countries easier to export to than others?
An historical perspective is relevant to analyse the 'sentiment' towards a
country. While economic factors are considered in the domestic context,
this area of study is too wide ranging and sub sectors of economics, like
finance and demographics need to be remembered specifically. In a
similar vain, language and culture are separate but important aspects of
foreign societies and for analytical purposes should be analysed
individually.

On the global stage, international politics is a far more complex subject
than domestic politics and law. Within the business and exporting domain,
international trade rules, in particular, should be examined
comprehensively when profiling foreign markets and the international
environment, Finally, one major differentiator of market accessibility is
infrastructure, and knowledge about both physical and technological
infrastructure will reduce time wasted on un-executable plans that have
not taken these two factors seriously into account.

If a mnemonic is required for International Marketing Environmental
Analysis (IMEA) then HELPS FREDICT is a more complete framework.

H History F Financial
E Economic R Rules -International Trade
L Language E Environmental
P Politics D Demographic
S Social I Infrastructure

C Culture
T Technology

Within a simple analytical grid, these twelve factors are addressed
according to relevance, probability and impact. Relevance is introduced as
an international dimension of analysis and judged according to the
analyst's subjective but knowledgeable understanding of foreign markets
and/or regions. Table 1 presents these 12 dimensions of the international
environment and 3 aspects of analysis.



The following sections look at three of these factors in greater depth.-
History, Finance and international trade Rules Looking at the extra
dimensions, individually, will give an overview of what is considered
important for environmental auditing and scanning for international
marketing.

Historical Analysis

If there have been trade relations with a country for many years, there is
an established 'exporting services' infrastructure both in the public and
private sector that can deal with new export deals. 'Sentiment' describes
the overall attitude towards a country It is not necessarily quantifiable but
is nevertheless an important indicator of the likelihood of success within a
potential foreign market.

Historically, while imperialist history, both recent and ancient, can have
a negative effect on the reputation of the imperialist nation in the
subjugated nations, other factors also have to be considered. Imperialism
is not the only form of historical interaction that can cause affective waves
within a country, so as to adversely or beneficially impinge on the general
attitude of consumers, both business and personal.

An indicator of 'sentiment' is the emphasis placed by country advisors
on certain target markets. A comprehensive historical perspective both
from the host and target country's point of view defines the 'sentiment'
towards the exporting country's products. Sentiment is an important
factor in country of origin effects.

While it is relatively easy to provide a synopsis of historical trade
patterns from the home country perspective, it is a different matter to
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understand the historical context from the target country's perspective. To
gain insights into other perspectives on historical development requires
reference to the historical topics prioritised within the country or culture
being targeted. To illustrate this , British history teaches that the Kikuyu,
Mau Mau rebels in Kenya, a British colony for 60 years, were terrorists,
whereas the Kikuyu view these people as freedom fighters. They are their
national heroes (Ferraro 1994)

This list is not exclusive. Other forms of historical interaction that may
increase or decrease the level of sentiment towards a company within a
country trying to export to a target nation are wars, trade exclusions,
treaties, alliances, ententes and detentes. Obviously, wars will cause
extreme reactions depending on whether the target nation was the victim
or the oppressor, winner or loser. Recently, US businesses have launched
a $1 million global market research campaign to help combat rising anti-
Americanism. The study has been commissioned by the US Business for
Diplomatic Action (BDA) in response to rising anti-American sentiment in
Asia, Latin America and Europe because of the war in Iraq. US brands are
feeling the pressure and are reporting stuttering sales growth in France
and Germany-their two major opponents of the invasion in 2003
(Research 2004).

Past trade exclusions include embargoes imposed for non-compliance
of treaty requirements and again the level of sentiment will depend on
who was excluded and why. One type of exclusion is protectionism; a
national policy imposed to assist home industries compete in their own
and overseas markets. Instruments of protectionism include tariff and
non-tariff barriers as well as legal and cultural constraints on opening
markets to foreign competition. Protectionism has a long history and the
propensity towards protectionism is a surprisingly robust policy re-visited
again and again by some nations. Ultimately, it supports the nation's right
to exclude all others according to its own dictates. The trend to look on
protectionism as a international 'wrong' will be discussed further under
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International Trade Rules.
Treaties and ententes are formal and informal versions of agreements

between nations. However some treaties are arrived at by coercion
usually at the end of a war e.g. Treaty of Versailles 1919. Alliances are
also a form of friendship pact between nations, and are a means of
securing national political, military and commercial goals. Within a
historical analysis, past treaties and alliance may be very Important in
determining the present sentiment towards an exporting country.

Financial Analysis

Financial trends, including currency trends, are more important in the
global arena, because they make successful marketing in foreign countries
more complex. A company can deliver goods to an overseas market at a
profit, which is then eliminated by currency devaluations or interest rate
fluctuations. There are also situations where a company chooses to
establish an overseas subsidiary to support a new low-cost manufacturing
base and also finds itself within a large indigenous market but is subjected
to financial restrictions such as a limit on the repatriation of profits.

On the other hand, many countries actively support inbound foreign
direct investment. Grants to aid domestic employment can attract many
overseas companies. Financial incentives to invest in foreign markets are
usually given to companies that are seeking low cost operational
efficiencies and who are looking for a cheaper source for labour- intensive
processes. Therefore, global companies may appear to be undertaking
global marketing but are in fact seeking to standardise all their
operational processes, including marketing, for the pursuit of efficiency
gains, lower overall costs and, therefore, more profits. This is not
specifically an international marketing orientated approach to international
business development as the market is distorted by grant aid.

Volatility in Currency Markets
To reduce risk in international marketing requires an understanding of

general currency trends and underlying causes of currency volatility. The
supply and demand for a currency is a complimentary process to the
supply and demand for commodities and comes from two sources: firstly,
the demand for imports and exports of the 'home country'. Imports will
cause the value of a currency to fall, all things being equal, because it
creates a supply of the home currency to the international currency
market in exchange for the demand for the foreign currencies supplying
the imports.

In fact, many companies in foreign countries prefer to hold their
business savings in international or global currencies. Global currencies
include, foremost, the US $, followed by £ sterling but also more recently
by the euro €. More recently with the falling value of the $, there has
been a flight to the traditional 'store of value' - gold. This flight of
demand from currencies to 'precious' commodities alters the global
balance of economic power.
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The other factor that affects the value of a currency is speculation. The
exchange value of a currency which is subject to speculation can be
driven by a 'flight away from' or a 'flight to' that currency. Although a
'flight to' a currency increases its international value and, therefore, the
currency assets of the country, the corollary of this event is that it makes
that country's exports more expensive and so less competitive in foreign
markets. To illustrate, the current falling value of the $ ($1.92=£1 @
10.12.2004) means that products exported in $5 are relatively cheaper in
the UK. This also has an impact on tourism: UK £5 can buy more $5 for
tourist visitors to USA.

The international financial environment is made more stable by
extensive co-operative agreements such as the European Union (EU)
which reduces several currencies to just one. In the case of the EU many
currencies are now converted to the Euro and so there is generally less
inter-currency speculation.

Another factor which affects currency stability is the rate at which it is
offered to the market. In some instances a government will alter the rate
at which the currency is offered to the international currency market. This
is called re-valuation and can involve a devaluation or a revaluation of the
currency. Although this government interference is becoming less
problematical for businesses, it is important to understand the dynamics
of currency devaluation and revaluation. For example a devaluation in a
currency will affect the country's terms of trade. This is the ratio of the
general import and export price levels and translates into an index of
'ability to export' .

Assessing Volatility in Currency Markets
Establishing the match between risk of market entry and likelihood of

uninterrupted payment is one aspect of environmental scanning of
prospective international markets that can be judged by referring to the
changes in currency values of that market. Is the level of prosperity likely
to improve as a result of currency stability? Has the level of prosperity
gone up or down in the last year or two? Countries such as Vietnam,
China, India, Turkey and South Africa are now considered to be key
growth markets, providing increasing opportunities for international
marketers.

Internal dynamic economic forces such as inflation can increase
currency volatility because they are connected with external debt, which
means that much of the country's wealth is used to pay interest on the
debt to foreign banks. This creates a demand for the foreign or
international currency and causes a supply of the domestic currency to
the international currency markets, reducing it's comparative value. A
result of this situation reduces the value of the debtor currency and
thereby makes imports relatively more expensive

In some areas, there are black markets for a country's currency. This
will not only affect the value of the currency in the international currency
markets and therefore the potential total revenues obtainable from
business activity in the country, but will also interfere with the free flow of



Capital funds can be obtained direct from shareholders, or indirectly
from shareholders, through banks. Internationally, this is a very diverse
and interconnected market. Investment companies, venture capitalists
and unit trusts support each other globally by maintaining significant
levels of funds within the international financial arena. Thus, banks will
invest in other banks, insurance companies, investment companies and
unit trusts, as well as utilities, construction and media companies, for
example.

Newer stock markets such as the NASDAQ in New York are also a
means to supply technology start ups with funds. While the value of a
stock is a reflection of the company's performance, in reality the price
fluctuates according to the level of investor confidence. So internet
company stocks reached absurd prices before the crash of 2001 and
speculation plays a significant role in this bubble and bust phenomenon.
Recent history can explain much about the cyclical and irregular patterns
of stock market activity.

Other Financial Factors - International Payment Guarantees
Changes in the global financial and technology environment that

include electronic payment transfers and immediate payment mechanisms
have reduced the risk of paying for foreign goods or offering goods over
the internet to foreign customers. On the other hand, internet hacking
has proved to be a significant threat to payment security over the web.
Some would say that the threat has increased. Assessing the risk of
electronic payments is not easy. For very small businesses immediate
credit transfer ensures payment before despatch.

In business markets, payment regimes are usually specified in the
negotiations. Commercial payment insurance is usually an option for
known and established destinations, but may not be available for
emerging markets where the attitude to debt and debt payment may be
different. Many credit management companies offer credit insurance as
well as market information, offering to reduce risk and expand
opportunities for their clients.(EBG 1999)

Governments may underwrite payments insurance where they consider
the exports to be in the national interest. They may also provide the
exporters with a mix of loans and payment guarantees and this can cause
an export credit war between countries as they outbid each other in their
efforts to promote their goods internationally. (Letovsky 1990)

Other Financial Factors - Stability of Stock Market

the currency within the economy and distort the propensity to consume;
that is the ability to purchase expressed as a percentage of total income.
Another consideration for IMEA is that some countries use different official
rates of exchange to make imports more expensive and exports cheaper.
Russia and China are countries that have recently used differing official
exchange rate for protectionist purposes.
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International Trade Rules

Politics, as an environmental factor for international marketing purposes,
can be divided into two spheres - Domestic and International. Domestic
politics of a particular country or region impose restrictions or allowances
on trade with other countries; impose restrictions or allowances on its
citizens in respect of their consumption activity; both personal and
business and impose restrictions and allowances on individuals and
businesses in terms of their business and employing activities.

International Politics involves agreements between nations. These can
be economic in content e.g. customs union or they can be political in
nature e.g. alliances and ententes. It also involves membership of
International Institutions e.g. United Nations {UN) and again these can
have either economic or political content or both. International Rules of
Trade, at present, predominantly extend free trade and the reduction of
barriers to trade on the theoretical basis that free trade is more beneficial
to all the world than protectionism.

Global Trade Agreements and Rules
The major body now dealing with trade rules and regulations is the

World Trade Organisation, (WTO). It is a legal entity in international law.
It should be indicated, at this point, that the domicile of global
governance organisations themselves, are a focus of international
marketing activity. The United Nations and World Bank are domiciled in
the USA; the WTO is domiciled in Switzerland. Although many of the
agencies operating under these umbrellas have offices in other countries,
there is no doubt that the economic activity and benefits that derive for
this domicility are significant.

The WTO was established in 1995 to replace GATT - the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; a non-legislative precursor to the WTO.
It has 148 members. Its specific functions are to administer the WTO
agreements, act as a forum for trade negotiations, handle trade disputes,
monitor national trade policies, provide training and assistance for
developing countries and cooperate with other international organisations.

There has been much international opposition to the WTO round of
negotiations from NGOs (see below) involved in poverty reduction and
environmental monitoring. The latest round of trade negotiations is known
as the DOHA round. The WTO, itself, was established by the Uruguay
round of negotiations. Much media attention has been focused on WTO
meeting around the worlds for example in Prague 2002 and Geneva 2004.

Essentially the WTO attempts to reduce barriers to trade, on the
premise that free trade benefits all nations. This is not a proven fact and
free trade, it can be argued, only benefits the powerful. Furthermore the
proposition that economic theory, such as the law of comparative
advantage, provides sound scientific evidence that free trade is more
beneficial is belied by the facts that over the last few decades, when free
trade has been foisted onto poorer nations, the gap between the rich and
poor countries of the world has been widening. Since 1994 the share of
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global income of the poorest people on earth has dropped from 2.3% to
1.4%.(Hollendsen 2003)

Similarly the western capitalist approach to international trade
regulation does not account for other national and regional models based
on socialist and humanistic foundations. For example in China, imitation is
regarded as a means to mastery and is a cultural tradition. Intellectual
property rights protection required by for-profit corporations to maintain
their income stream are at odds with Chinese ideas about licensing. The
Chinese view licence payments as instalments to intellectual property
ownership and this creates a barrier for companies exporting to China,
reluctant to lose their copyright fees. (DeBurca et al. 2004)

NGOs make a significant counter-contribution to the free trade debate
and this is encouraging, because it shows that small voices can be heard.
The changing structure and functions of the World Bank Group are a case
in point. (World Bank Group 2005)

At present trade rules attempt to:-

• drive down tariff barriers between trading nations
• reduce quotas and other non-tariff barriers
• outlaw trading activities such as dumping - Anti -Dumping Code
• protect copyright laws across borders, TRIPS Trade in Intellectual

Property

Furthermore bilateral trade agreements can develop legal frameworks
that will deal with, for example, the protection of brand names; measures
to prevent and eliminate product counterfeiting and to stop smuggling,
considered to be illegal and, therefore, unfair competition.

Regional Trade Agreements and Rules
Regional trade agreements include custom unions and free trade areas.

They affect international marketing because they set commercial and legal
frameworks and rules for trade in commodities, products and services
between members and between members and non-members. The free
trade area removes barriers to trade between members. No specification
about the treatment of non-members is usually made. On the other hand
a Customs Union such as the European Union {EU) not only reduces and
eventually abolishes tariffs between members but sets a common external
tariff and a common trade policy for all members in respect of non-
members.

Common markets go one step further to regional economic integration
by removing barriers to the free flow of labour, capital and technology
between members. The European Union is again the best example of a
common market but trends in regional cooperation are growing. Economic
union of countries such as those within the EU requires an integration of
economic and monetary policies. For the core members of the EU this was
achieved by the Maastricht Treaty 1994 and the € Euro was adopted in
2002. by 12 of the existing 15 members. From 2004, the EU has grown to
25 members.
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Other types of regional agreement exist. For example APEC is a formal
institution and ASEAN is a limited trade and cooperation agreement. It is
very likely that countries such as America, Canada and Australia and
Japan will seek to strengthen their regional trade agreements against the
countervailing economic power of the EU. Note, nevertheless, that there
are still many trading nations that are not in any formal regional or global
trading bloc. i.e. Russia., Iran. An IMEA should take account of global and
regional membership of these types of agreements, as there may be
significant impact on market entry, segmentation and competitiveness.

Non-Governmental Organisations NGOs
The main non-governmental organisations that are active in the

international trade arena can be divided into two groups, by reference to
their broad areas of commitment. The first group oppose the WTO
agreements because they discriminate against poorer nations. The second
group oppose the WTO because it takes no account of environmental
pressures creating climate change. In terms of international trade rules,
NGOs can affect, amend and change trade rules by lobbying and public
relations activities.

The lobbying outside the WTO meeting in Prague in 2002 created
serious problems for free traders from capitalist governments shocked to
confront a multinational body politic that did not embrace free trade as
an assumed pre-requisite of further trade negotiations. The groups
involved in these demonstrations encompassed both humanists and
environmentalists. However, the argument against free trade for
developing nations included the need to protect infant industries, the rife
use of protectionist policies by more powerful nations to protect home
industries and the obvious need of developing nations to secure
mechanisms to develop without incurring further foreign debt.

Given volatility in currency exchange markets, many poor countries
must pay most of their export earnings to foreign investors: governments
and commercial banks - as interest on their debt. This debt legacy was a
phenomenon of the last three decades and essentially was a way for
capitalist governments and banks to earn income on debt repayments,
which formerly had been given to poorer nations as multilateral
development aid. The era of post-World War 2 euphoria to make the
world a better place unravelled as energy prices rose in the 1970's.
United Nations multilateral aid agreements were abandoned in favour of
bilateral trade agreements, whereby aid was given to a poorer nation in
exchange for large scale project contracts. Many of these private
commercial contracts involved the poor national governments privatising
their utilities, much in the same way as utilities were privatised in the UK
and then Europe in the 1980's -history again!

Promoting this capitalist model of government has cost many poor
countries control over essential services. In order to pay off national
debts, the World Bank has encouraged this trend. For example,
commercial water companies operated in 12 nations in 1990; by 2000
they were operating in 100 nations. Their commercial orientation;
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providing dividends for shareholders and large executive salaries, makes
water purification and distribution a more expensive business. Water bills
consistently rise and the end user must pay for these essential services
The UN, itself, has forecast that water availability per capita could decline
by as much has a third in twenty years.(Louma 2004)

Environmental NGOs lobby against WTO agreements that foster the
power of existing global corporations and maintain the status quo. They
argue that unless there is a dramatic reduction of greenhouse gases used
to fuel industrial and post-industrial economies, climate changes will
ensue, causing catastrophic consequences for all nations, but
disproportionately endangering the survival of poor nations and drastically
reducing the earth's bio-diversity. Many of these pressure groups,
themselves, now have a global presence e.g. Greenpeace, Friends of the
Earth. They expose global corporation deals concluded in secret, but
affecting many poor consumers. An IMEA should analyse the ability of
NGOs to change trade rules in the present and the future. Whether such
activity affects the international marketing operations of a company can
be assessed under 'relevance'. (See table 1)

Conclusion

While many textbooks on International Marketing present much
background information on the international and global environment they
do not present this information in a structured way to assist in
international marketing operations. The need for a more complex
treatment of the environmental audit within the international domain is
presented as an IMEA (International Marketing Environmental Analysis).
This contains 12 elements and 3 spheres of analysis: relevance,
probability and impact. Apart from the traditional political (and legal),
economic, social and technological and environmental elements of the
domestic audit, historical, financial, cultural analyses are also
recommended. The framework mnemonic is: HELPS FREDICT and also
includes analyses of language, demographics, trade rules and
infrastructure The main aim of presenting a more thoughtful consideration
of international environmental scanning elements is to promote a more
rigorous approach to preparing international marketing plans.

Historical and financial analyses have been considered and areas of
background research elucidated. To estimate the sentiment towards an
exporting country requires an investigation of both political and economic
historical relations; traumatic e.g. wars as well as harmonious e.g.
ententes and alliances. Financial analysis includes an estimation of
currency stability, the level of speculation in both currency and stock
markets and the state of international payment guarantees generally and
from the target country/region perspective. Finally a report on the impact
of current international trade rules on both the exporting and importing
country and with reference to the commodity group being marketed is a
further requirement to make an IMEA rigorous. There has not been room
here to provide detailed consideration of other elements necessary for an
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IMEA. Further study of language, culture, demography, and infrastructure
elements are needed to support a full IMEA.
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